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Exercise 1
 1. manicure   2. haircut   3. massage   4. facial   5. shampoo  
The word is salon.

Exercise 2
 1. d   2. a   3. c   4. e   5. b

Exercise 3
Answers will vary. The following is one example of what 
students may write:
 1.  I never get a manicure.   2. I never get a shave.   
 3. I often get a shampoo.   4. I often get a haircut.   
 5. I sometimes get a pedicure.

Exercise 4
 1. toothbrush, dental floss, toothpaste   2. nail clippers, 
nail file, nail polish   3. comb, hair spray, shampoo, brush   
 4. soap, sunscreen, hand and body lotion   5. shaving 
cream, after-shave lotion, razor   6. face powder, eye 
shadow, mascara, lipstick

Exercise 5
 1. many   2. any, some   3. a lot of   4. much   5. some   
 6. much   7. any   8. some   9. any   10. some

Exercise 6
 1. Someone / No one  2. no one, someone   3. anyone   
4. someone   5. anyone   6. someone / no one

Exercise 7
 2. There’s no one / There isn’t anyone giving a facial.   
 3. There’s someone getting a haircut.  4. There’s someone 
using a comb.  5. There’s no one / There isn’t anyone 
giving a massage.   6. There’s no one / There isn’t anyone 
using shampoo.   7. Someone is getting a manicure and a 
pedicure.   8. Someone is using a nail file.   

Exercise 8
 1. c   2. f   3. b   4. a   5. d   6. e 

Exercise 10

What the article recommends

sleep get enough sleep

water drink a lot of water

exercise exercise regularly

diet eat a healthy diet

Exercise 11
Answers will vary but might include the following:
sleep: brighter skin, fewer wrinkles, less weight gain   
water: fewer blemishes or wrinkles, clear smooth skin, 
curbs appetite so you gain less weight   
exercise: leads to reduced body fat, toned muscles   
diet: beautiful skin; shiny, healthy hair; less hair loss

Exercise 12
Answers will vary.

Exercise 13
Answers will vary.

Exercise 14
 1. patient   2. outer   3. kindness, inner   4. attractive   
 5. health   6. modest   7. heart

GRAMMAR BOOSTER

Exercise A
There is a tube of toothpaste.   There is a can of shaving 
cream.   There are two packages of eye shadow.   There are 
three bottles of aspirin.   There are four bars of soap.

Exercise B
Answers will vary.

Exercise C
 1. a   2. b   3. b   4. b   5. a 

Exercise D
 1. enough   2. enough   3. too many   4. too much   
 5. too many

Exercise E
 1. less   2. fewer   3. less   4. less   5. fewer   6. fewer

Exercise F
 1. something   2. anything   3. something   4. anything   
 5. something   6. something   7. something   8. anything

Exercise G

 I went to the supermarket today because I needed 

to get nothing to cook for my dinner party tonight. I 

wanted to buy some juice, too. But when I got there, 

there wasn’t nothing on the shelf! I went to the store 

manager and told him that the shelves were empty. He 

apologized and said there was anything wrong with 

the delivery truck. “It didn’t come today.” he told me. 

He said I’d have to wait until the next day. Now I don’t 

have something to serve for the big party tonight. I’ve 

never seen nothing like this!

WRITING BOOSTER

Exercise A
Answers will vary. The following is one example of what a 
student might include:
To: Leprechaun Bus Lines
Subject: Air conditioning on bus
Hello. I am writing to complain about the temperature on 
the bus. It is always too cold. Why do I have to ask the 
drivers to turn down the air conditioning every day? Please 
speak to them about this. 
Thank you, Peter

Workbook Answer Key UNIT 5
Note: In communicative exercises where several answers are possible, this answer key contains some examples of 
correct answers, not all possible answers. Any valid answer in this type of exercise should be considered acceptable.
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Exercise B
Answers will vary. The following are examples of what a 
student might include:
 1. 28 Hills Terrace, White Plains, NY 10606
 2. Manager, Leprechaun Bus Lines, New Burgh, NY
 3. July 11, 2012
 4. Dear Sir or Madam.
 5. Sincerely

Exercise C
Answers will vary. 


